More Power.
Lower Cost.
Full Control.
Powering Complex Legal Matters

When you need a reliable partner to provide secure document repositories for complex legal matters, turn to Catalyst. Over the past decade, we’ve hosted thousands of litigation, regulatory and insurance matters. Our web-based software has been used by the largest organizations in the world, including five of the world’s 10 largest companies, four of the nation’s 10 largest insurers and 80 of the nation’s 100 largest law firms.

The Leading Web-Based E-Discovery and Case Collaboration Platform

Catalyst’s secure, web-based systems help corporations and counsel manage electronic discovery and other complex legal matters. Our e-discovery platform helps clients save on e-discovery costs by reducing document populations and making reviewers more efficient. Our collaboration systems offer a central place to coordinate complex litigation or to connect counsel and clients. Both are delivered as web-based, hosted services via the Internet cloud. There’s no hardware to purchase, no software to maintain and no technical staff to hire.

Why Catalyst? The Evidence is Compelling

- **Fast Deployment/Quick Access:** With no installation required, you can be up and running quickly. Go from raw files to review in hours rather than days.
- **Lower Cost of Operation:** Eliminate up-front investment and ongoing maintenance and staffing costs. Enhancements and maintenance are handled by the Catalyst team. Pay for only what you need, when you need it.
- **Global Accessibility 24/7:** Large review teams can access data anytime, from anywhere. Choose the right team for your matter from anywhere in the world.
- **Powerful, Grid-Based System:** The Catalyst grid spans hundreds of servers working in tandem to provide you the quickest and most powerful system on the market.
- **Unlimited Capacity:** Unlike locally installed systems, Catalyst can scale as your case does. Purchase as little or as much capacity as you need at that moment. No need to maintain and pay for excess capacity.
- **Iron-Clad Security:** Our systems are designed for security from the ground up, meeting the most demanding requirements of corporations, law firms and government agencies.
The Catalyst Advantage

Plug Into the Power of the Grid

No Matter is Too Large for Catalyst—or Too Small

Catalyst’s grid of hundreds of servers in multiple data centers provides sub-second response, even for massive, complex searches. Redundancy is unmatched, with multiple front-end web servers, replicated search clusters, mirrored SANs and a virtualized services grid for processing, conversions and productions. We host hundreds of terabytes of confidential data for the largest corporations, insurers and law firms in the world. Our grid offers virtually unlimited scalability, capable of handling the largest (and smallest) matters on your docket.

Speed and Automation Mean Big Savings

Reduce Total E-Discovery Costs

Our grid is the fastest search and review platform in the industry. We’re also the first to automate our cloud-based system from start to finish. Speed means cost savings across the e-discovery lifecycle, from processing and loading, to search and analytics, to review and production. Automation means fewer mistakes, predictable response and no need to move data from vendor to vendor. Our intuitive interface and flexible design allow your team to be up and running quickly and more efficient in their review. It all translates to lower costs and fewer missed deadlines.

Technology That You Control

A Hosted, Web-Based System That You Control

We design our products with you in mind. You run our e-discovery systems from start to finish—from processing, through search, analysis, review and production. Administrators can set up users, identify and batch document populations, manage and track review teams and direct productions. Whenever you need additional support, our project managers and expert consultants are there to help.
OUT-OF-THE-BOX THINKING

When your case is too big for off-the-shelf software, look to the cloud. Catalyst's secure web-based repositories provide the control of a locally installed appliance, yet with none of the limitations. You get speed, scalability, unlimited capacity and the ability to connect legal teams anywhere in the world—all automated, so you're in control from start to finish. And Catalyst consultants are here to lend a hand when you need one.

Corporations and law firms both stand to gain. Our cloud-based repositories come with no hardware to purchase, no software to install and no people to hire. Corporations can connect their firms and benefit from central case and matter repositories. Law firms can connect extended teams and build professional networks to handle work more efficiently. Everyone benefits from industrial-strength systems that can be up and running in minutes and accessed anytime, from anywhere. It's the best of all worlds. We call it out-of-the-box thinking.

THE CATALYST TEAM

Conceived by Lawyers, Refined Through Experience

The Catalyst team started building web-based litigation repositories in the mid-nineties, as part of a large, multi-office law firm. Our founder, John Tredennick, served as a trial lawyer and litigation partner there for over 20 years. He literally wrote the book on litigation technology—actually five best-selling books, and was Editor-in-Chief for several ABA publications. In 2006, John was named one of London CityTech's "Top 100" voices in the legal technology world.

Our team has grown to over a hundred experienced litigation and technology professionals. Over the years, we have won numerous industry awards including Computerworld-Smithsonian "Information Innovator," Mark Logic “Innovation Award,” and were finalists for A.M. Best E-Fusion insurance innovation and Windows World Open. Catalyst has repeatedly been named a “Top Provider” by Socha-Gelbmann and finalist in the Law Technology News EDD Provider awards.

The Catalyst Advantage—Industry-Leading Software Backed by an Experienced Team

By delivering our products as a hosted service, Catalyst eliminates the headaches, hassles and additional expense that come with locally installed software. With Catalyst, you get fast deployment, enhanced security, unlimited scalability and all the other advantages that come with services in the cloud—all delivered in the most cost-effective way possible. That's the Catalyst Advantage.

Catalyst's headquarters is in Denver, Colorado with representatives in cities worldwide including New York, Philadelphia, Washington DC, Atlanta, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Bangalore.